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Translator’s Notes 

 

 

 Because of their critical importance to Columbus’s route among the islands, 

certain words and phrases in the manuscript require special comment. 
  

 Columbus uses the transitive and reflexive verbs quedar and quedarse. Briefly, 

quedar con appears in 8v23, ‘kept on;’ quedar, 9r16, ‘kept;’ 10v29, ‘remains;’ 14v36, ‘was 

lying;’ 16r37, ‘kept.’ The reflexive form, quedarse, appears only twice in the text, in 17r49 

and 17v2, exclusively in a nautical context. A similar usage appears in a text from Las 

Casas’s Historia, Lib. I, cap. xxxix. To this nautical usage I’ve ascribed the meaning ‘to lie 

off,’ in agreement with the examples given in O’Scanlon’s nautical Spanish dictionary of 

1831. 
  

 The phrase dla pte de, which denotes either a place or direction toward which 

action is applied, appears seven times in the text and once in a passage cited from 

Fernández de Oviedo. The rule I’ve followed is consistently to translate this phrase ‘on 

the side of’ when it applies to an island and ‘in the direction of’ when it doesn’t, as in 

Oviedo. I’ve applied this rule as well to por la pte de in 13v35-36. These incidences are as 

follows: 
  

10v10   de la pte del este 

   on the east side 

Oviedo, p.22  de la parte de la tramontana o norte 

   in the direction of the tramontane or north 

11r35-36  que es dla parte| dla ysla de sansalvador 

   which is on the side of the Island of San Salvador 

13v29   porq � aq � lla pte  

   because that direction 

13v30-31  en esta| parte del sur 

   on this south side 

13v35-36  por la| pte de nornorueste 

   by the north-northwest side 

14v42   que es dla parte dl gueste 

   which is on the west side 

15v16-17  dla pte| dl sueste y sur 

   on the southeast and south side 

15v23   dla pte dl gueste 

   on the west side 

17r29   q� s dla pte del norte 

   which is on the north side 

17v1-2   el qual es dla pte| de sur 

   the which is on the south side  

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 The purpose of the 2014 and 2015 Following Columbus Expeditions was to 

test this translation (accordingly emended) and the theory that in 1492 Christopher 

Columbus first disembarked on the Island of Grand Turk. By actually sailing the route 

from Grand Turk to the Ragged Islands proposed in the theory and arriving in good time 

at all its proposed nine anchorages, we concluded that we now have a tighter case for 

justifying the following translation of the relevant pages of Columbus’s Diario, and 

corroborating a first landing at the Island of Grand Turk. 

 

 Briefly, the proposed inter-island route departs Pillory/Guanahani Beach on 

Grand Turk toward the SW, changes course to NW on sighting the largest island, drifts 

northward during the night from the NE current in the Columbus Passage [this may 

explain Columbus’s noting that the tide detained me], skirts the reef NE of East Caicos, 

coasts the Caicos Islands to the NW, follows the reef to Fort George Cut facing the 

protected waters of Pine Cay where the fleet anchors for the night. At this place 

Columbus twice remarks seeing an island to the west, which we identify as the high 

ground of Blue Hills on Providenciales. Thence NW to Mayaguana [again carried by the 

current, which has been historically noted to run NE between these islands], anchor near 

its SE point, follow the coast to the NW to anchor outside the S mouth of Abraham’s 

Bay, then WNW to the coast that runs E-W. Stand to sea as night falls and, while 

attempting to navigate back to the SE point of Mayaguana, actually sail SSExS to anchor 

off the SW Cay on Hogsty Atoll. Thence sail ESE to see Great and Little Inagua, 

approach the N point of Great Inagua [Cabo del Isleo] and sail W to anchor at its NW 

point [Cabo Hermoso]. Then sail to its SW point [Cabo de la Laguna] and find the 

tradewinds unsuited to cruise Inagua’s S side. Turn back along the route previously sailed 

and anchor somewhere between Cabo Hermoso and Cabo del Isleo [the flagship spends the 

night hove-to]. Then proceed to anchor off the Cabo del Isleo, where the fleet spends three 

days. At midnight of the third day sail from Cabo del Isleo on a S-SW course until the wind 

forces a course to the N and NW, note the green cape of Castle Island at dusk lying off 

to the NW at a distance of 19 miles, continue on in faint moonlight with the foresail until 

the force of the wind necessitates striking it. Continuing to the NW and having passed 

Castle Island, the fleet spends the night hove-to under bare poles and goes not five miles. 

Dawn places the fleet some 55 miles eastward of the Ragged Islands. Then navigate SW 

and W to note the Raggeds and anchor S of them on the bank. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



fº. 8r            10th – 11th October                  5 

 

 

 

 

4        Wednesday, 10th October 

 

5 He navigated to the west-southwest, they went 

 at ten miles per hour and at times 

 12 and some time at 7 and between day and night 

 59 leagues, he counted 44 to the crew, no 

 more. Here the crew already could not endure 

10 it, they complained of the long voyage, but the 

 admiral encouraged them the best he could, giving them 

 good hope of the profits they could 

 have. And he added that it was in vain to complain 

 since he had come to [seek] the indies 

15 and thus had to prosecute it until finding 

 them, with the help of our Lord.  

 

       Thursday, 11th October 

 

 He navigated to the west-southwest – they had much 

 sea, more than they had had on all the 

20 voyage . They saw petrels and a green rush 

 near to the flagship. Those of the caravel pin- 

 ta saw a Cane and a pole, and they took another 

 little pole worked at what seemed with iron 

 and a piece of Cane, and another herb that grows 

25 on land, and a small plank. Those of the Cara- 

 vel niña as well saw other signs of 

 land and a little pole charged with periwinkles, with 

 these signs all breathed and rejoiced. 

They proceeded on this day until sunset 

30 27 leagues. 

 After the sun set he navigated on his first 

 route to the west, they went about twelve miles 

 each hour and until two hours after mid- 

 night they went about 90 miles, which are 22 leagues 

35 and a half. And because the Caravel pinta was 

 a better sailor and went ahead of the admiral, 

 she found land and made the signals that the admiral had 

 ordered. A sailor who was called Rodrigo 

 de triana first saw this land, although 

40 at the tenth hour of the night the admiral Being on the 

 sterncastle saw a light, though it was a thing 

 so occluded that he wished not to affirm that it might have been 

43 land. But he called to pero Gutierrez, the King’s repostero 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



fº. 8v            11th – 12th October                  7 

 

 

1 destrados, and he said to him that a light appeared, that 

he might look, and thus he did and saw it, he as well 

said so to Rodrigo sanches de Segovia, whom the King and 

Queen sent on the fleet as veedor, who 

5 did not see anything because he was not in a place where 

 he might be able to see it. After the admiral said it, it was 

 seen once or twice, and was like a little can- 

dle of Wax which was being lifted up and was rising, which 

to few might appear to be an indication of land. But 

10 the Admiral held [it] for certain to be near to the 

 land. Wherefore, when they said the salve 

 which all sailors are accustomed to say and sing in their manner 

 and all are present, the admiral asked and 

 admonished them that they might keep good watch 

15 at the fo’c’s’le and look out well for 

land, and that to him whom he might say first saw land 

 he would give on the spot a Doublet of silk, besides 

 the other presents that the sovereigns had pro- 

 missed, which were ten thousand marevedis of annuity to him who 

20 first might see it. At the second hour after 

 midnight there appeared the land from which they 

 were about two leagues. They hauled down all the sails 

 and kept on the treo, which is the mainsail 

 without bonnets, and put themselves Bow to the wind, marking 

 

       [Friday, 12th October] 

 

25 time* until the day, Friday, when they approached an islet 

 of the lucayos [Indians] which was called in Indians’ 

 language guanahani. Presently they saw naked people, 

 and the admiral went out to land in the armed bark, 

 and martin alonso pinzon and Vicente anes, 

30 his brother who was captain of la niña. The admiral brought 

 out the banner royal, and the captains [went] with two 

 banners of the green cross, which the admiral carried 

 on all the ships as an ensign, with 

 an ‘f’ and a ‘y,’ above each letter 

35 its crown, one from one arm of the .†. and the other 
 from the other. Thus put ashore they saw very green trees, and many waters 

 and fruit of diverse kinds. The admiral 

 called to the two captains and to the rest 

40 who landed and to Rodrigo d’escobedo, 

 escrivano of all the fleet, and to Rodrigo 

 sanches de Segovia, and said that they might so bear witness 

 and give testimony, how he before all would, 

44 as indeed he did, take possession of the said 

 

_________________ 
* The presence of the term al riparo in Don Fernando’s Historie, [Ulloa] Venice, 1571, cap. xxi, f. 50v, suggests that temporizãdo is a 

copying error for temporejãdo, in which case ‘keeping to weather’ should replace ‘marking time’ in the translation. 



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



fº. 9r            11th – 12th October                  9 

 

 

1 Island for the king and for the Queen, their lords, 

making the solemn declarations which were required 

as is more largely contained in the testimon- 

ies which were made there in writing. Soon 

5 many people of the Island gathered there. 

 What follows are the formal words of the 

 admiral in his book of the first navi- 

 gation and discovery of these indies. I, says 

he, for that they might hold for us much amity,  

10 because I knew that it was a people who better 

 would be delivered and converted to our Holy faith by 

 love rather than by force, I gave to some 

 of them some red bonnets and some 

 beads of glass that they would place upon the neck, 

15 and many other things of little value with which 

 they had much pleasure, and they kept so much ours 

 that it was a wonder. Which [Indians] afterwards 

 came swimming to the ships’ barks whereat 

 we were, and brought us par- 

20 rots and thread of cotton in clews and 

 spears and many other things, and they would trade 

 them to us for other things which we would give them 

 like small beads of glass and casca- 

 bels. In short, they would take anything and give whereof 

25 they had of good will. But it seemed 

 to me that it was a people very poor in everything. They 

 go all naked as their mother bore 

 them, and as well the women, though I did not see 

 more than one young enough girl. And all those whom 

30 I saw were all youths, for none did I see 

 of an age of more than 30 years. [They are] very well 

 made, of very handsome bodies and very 

 good faces, their hair thick, almost 

 like hanks of a Horse’s tail, and short. 

35 They wear their hair atop of the eyebrows, save 

 some few [locks] behind, which they wear long, that 

 they never cut. Some paint themselves with dark, and  

 they are of the color of the Canary islanders, neither black 

 nor white, and some paint themselves with white, and 

40 some with red, and some with what they find. And some paint 

 their faces, and some all the body, and some 

 only the eyes, and some only the nose. They 

 do not bear arms, neither do they know them, because I 

44 showed them swords and they would take them by the blade, and 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



fº. 9v            12th – 13th October                  11 

 

 

1 cut themselves in ignorance. They do not have any 

iron, their spears are rods 

without iron and some of them have at the tip 

a fish’s tooth, and others other things. They 

5 all conformably are of good height 

 in size and good well made features. And I saw 

 some who had signs of wounds on their 

 bodies and made them signs [inquiring] what were those, and they 

 showed me how people would come there from 

10 other Islands that were nearby and try to take them 

 and they would defend themselves, and I did and do believe they come here 

 from tierra firme to take them as captives. They 

ought to be good servants and of good intelligence 

as I see that very quickly they say all that I would say to them, 

15 and I believe that easily they would become Christians as it 

seemed to me they had no sect. I, it pleasing 

our lord, shall carry hence at the time of my depart- 

ure six to your highnesses that they may learn to speak. 

No beast of any kind did I see Save par- 

20 rots on this island. All are the words of the  

 Admiral. 

 

Saturday, 13th October 

 

 As soon as day broke there came to the beach many 

 of these men, all youths as I have said, 

25 and all of good height, a very handsome people, 

 their hair not curly, But streaming and thick 

 like hanks of Horse[hair], and all very broad of the forehead 

 and head, more than any other race 

 that I have seen until now. And their eyes very  

30 handsome and not small, and none of them 

 dark but of the color of the canary islanders. Nor 

 ought one to expect otherwise since they are east-west with 

 the island of fierro in the canaries under a line. 

 Very straight legs [have] all conformably, 

35 and no belly but one very well made. They 

 came to the flagship with dugouts which are made 

 of the trunk of a tree like a longboat 

 and all of one piece and worked very wonderfully 

 in the fashion of the land and large, in which in some came 

40 40 and 45 men. And others smaller, 

 down to there being some in which there came one sole man. 

42 They would row with a peel like a baker’s and 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



fº. 10r                13th October                  13 

 

 

1 it goes wonderfully. And if they overturn themselves in it, immediately 

they all start swimming and set it right side up and 

empty it with calabashes that they carry. They were bringing 

clews* of threaded cotton and parrots and spears 

5 and other little things it would be tedious to write about, 

 and would give everything for whatsoever one might give them. 

 And I was attentive and endeavored to know if there was 

 gold, and saw that some of them were wearing a 

 small piece hung in a hole they have 

10 at the nose. And by signs I have been able to understand 

 that on going to the south, or rounding the Island for 

 the south, that there was there a king who had great vessels 

 of it and had very much. I endeavored that they might go 

thither, and then saw that they were not in charge of going. 

15 I determined to wait until tomorrow in the  

afternoon and then depart for the southwest, as, 

according as many of them made signs to me, they were saying 

that there was land to the south and to the southwest and to the north- 

west, and that these [people] of the northwest came to 

20 combat them many times. And thus I shall go to the southwest 

 to seek gold and precious stones. This island 

 is quite large and very flat and of trees very 

 green and many waters and a pond in the 

 middle, very large, without any mountain, and all of 

25 it green which is a pleasure to look upon. And this people 

 meek enough, and for the desire of having of our 

 Things and holding that nothing has to be given them unless 

 they give something and they don’t have it, they take what they can 

 and dive in swimming. But everything they have 

30 they give for whatsoever [the crew] may give them, who 

 were bartering even pieces of broken bowls and 

 glass cups, up to the point that I saw 15 

 clews of cotton given for three ceotis of portu- 

 gal, which is one blanca of Castile, and in them 

35 there was probably more than one arroba** of threaded cotton. 

 This I might have forbidden and not permitted anyone to take 

 save that I might order all taken for your highnesses 

 if it might be in Quantity and springs here on this island, 

 but because of the little time I have not been able thus to take 

40 notice of everything. And as well [if] there springs here the gold they wear hung 

 

 

 

_____________ 

*   A clew is a ball of cotton thread. 

** Mediæval Spanish weights: An arroba, from the Arabic for one quarter  

of a qintār [in Spanish quintal], was about 25 pounds [11.5 kg.].  
 

 

 



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 fº. 10v             13th – 14th October                  15 

 

 

1 at the nose, but in order not to lose time I wish 

 to go see if I can strike upon the Island of Cipango. 

 Now as it was night, all betook 

 themselves to land with their dugouts. 

 

5       Sunday, 14th October 

 

On day breaking, I ordered readied the flagship’s 

 skiff and the Caravels’ barks 

 and went the length of the Island on the route from the 

 north-northeast to see the other part which was 

10 on the east side that it had. And as well to see 

 the settlements and presently I saw two or three, 

 and the people who were all coming to the beach calling 

 us and giving thanks to god. Some were bringing 

 us water, others other things to eat, 

15 others when they saw I cared not to go 

 to land would dive into the sea swimming and come, 

 and we understood that they were asking us if we were 

 come from heaven. And one old man came into the 

 skiff, inside, and others in loud voices were calling 

20 all the men and women: come see the 

 men who come from heaven, bring them to 

 eat and to drink. There came many, and 

 many women, each one with something, giving 

 thanks to god, throwing themselves to the ground, and they would raise 

25 their hands to heaven and then aloud 

 call us that we might go to land, but 

 I was fearful from seeing a large shallow ridge of rocks 

 that rings all that Island to the back. 

 And in between it remains deep and a port 

30 for as many ships as there are in all christendom, 

 and the entrance of it very narrow. It is true 

 that inside of this belt there are some shoals, 

 but the sea bestirs itself not more than inside 

 in a well. And in order to see all this I bestirred myself 

35 this morning for that I might know how to give a relation of 

 everything to your highnesses. And as well whither 

 I might be able to make a fort and I saw 

 one piece of land that is made like an Island, though 

 it is not one, on which there were six houses. This piece 

40 one might be able to cut off as an Island in two days, though 

 I do not see [it] to be necessary, because this people 

42 is very simple in arms as your highnesses shall see 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



fº. 11r             14th – 15th October                 17 

 

 

1 from seven whom I have had taken to carry thither and 

 learn our speech and to return them. Save 

 that whenever your highnesses were to order, the 

 whole of them can be carried to castile, or held captive 

5 on the same island. Because with fifty men 

 one shall have them all subjugated, and have them do all 

 he might wish. And then joined with the said Islet 

 there were gardens of trees, the most beautiful 

 that I have seen and so green and with their leaves 

10 like those of castile in the month of april and 

 of may: and much water. I looked at all 

 that port and afterwards returned to the flagship and 

 set sail and saw so many islands that I 

 knew not how to resolve to which I should go first. 

15 And those men whom I had had taken were telling me 

 by signs that they were so so many that there was no 

 number. And they denominated by name 

 more than a hundred. Whereupon I looked for  

the largest and that I determined to go to 

20 and so I do, and it is probably five leagues far from this 

of San salvador and the others some more, some 

 less. All are very flat, without mount- 

 ains and very fertile, and all peopled 

 and they wage war the one against the other, though these 

25 are very simple and very fair bodies 

 of men. 

       Monday, 15th October 

 

 I had kept to weather this night with fear [wishing] 

 not to approach land to anchor before the 

25 morning for not knowing if the coast was clear 

 of shoals, and on day breaking to charge sails, 

 and as the Island were farther than five 

 leagues, rather probably seven, and the tide* 

detained me, it was about midday when I approached the said 

35 Island and found that the face which is on the side 

of the Island of San salvador runs north south 

and in it there are 5 leagues, and the other that I  

followed was running east west, and in it there are more than  

ten leagues. And as from this island I saw another larger** one 

40 to the west, I charged the sails to go all that day 

 until night, because still I might not have been able to have 

 gone to the western cape, to which island I gave the name la 

 Isla de Santa maria de la concepcion and almost at 

44 sunset I anchored nearby the said Cape to know 

_____________ 

* or wind and sea 

** or higher. 

 



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



fº. 11v             15th – 16th October                  19 

 

 

1 if there was gold there, because these [Indians] whom I had 

 had taken on the Island of San Salvador were telling me 

 that there they wore large bracelets of gold 

 on the legs and arms. I well believed that 

5 all that they were saying was deceit in order to flee. 

Withal, my will was not to pass by 

  any Island of which I might take possession, 

although having taken of one, it can be said 

of all. And I anchored and was until today tues- 

 

       [Tuesday, 16th October] 

 

10 day, when on day breaking I went to land with the 

 armed barks, and went out and they who were many 

 also naked and of the same condition of the other Island 

 of San Salvador let us go through the island and 

 gave us what I asked of them. And because the wind 

15 was charging southeast toward shore, I did not wish 

 to tarry and departed for the flagship, and one large 

 dugout was alongside the caravel niña. And one 

 of the men of the Island of San salvador who was on her, 

 dove into the sea and went off in it. And [because] the 

20 night before at mid[night] the other [Indian] having dived, 

 [my crew] went after the dugout, which fled as never 

 there was a bark that might be able to overtake it, although 

 we were making great headway on it. Withal, it made land 

 and they abandoned it, and some of them of my 

25 company went out ashore after them, and they all 

 fled like chickens. And the dugout that they had 

 abandoned we brought alongside the Caravel ni- 

ña whereto already from another cape another small 

dugout was coming with one man who was coming to barter a 

30 clew of cotton, and some sailors dove into 

 the sea, because he wished not to enter into the 

 Caravel, and took him, and I, who was at the poop 

 of the flagship, who saw all, sent for him and gave him  

 a Red bonnet and some small Beads of 

35 green glass which I put on his arm, and two casca- 

 bels which I put on his ears, and ordered his dugout returned 

 to him, which as well [my crew] on the bark was holding 

 and sent him to land. And presently I set sail to go to 

 the other large island that I was seeing to the west. And I ordered 

40 cast off as well the other dugout that the caravel 

 la niña was carrying astern. And afterward I looked 

 ashore at the time of the arrival of the other [Indian] to whom 

 I had given the things abovesaid and from whom I hadn’t wished 

 to take the clew of cotton, although he was wishing 

45 to give it to me. And all the others approached him 

46 and he was in great wonderment, and it well seemed to him that 



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



fº. 12r                   16th October                  21 

 

 

1 we were good people. And that the other [who] had 

fled had done us some harm and that 

for this we were carrying him [with us]. And for this reason I made use of 

this with him, ordering him let go and giving him the said 

5 things, for that he might hold us in this estima- 

tion. So that another time when 

your highnesses again may send here, [the Indians] do not make 

bad company. And all that I gave him was not worth 

four maravedis. And thus I departed when it was about the tenth 

10 hour with the wind [toward the] southeast, and it was touching south, in order to 

pass to this other Island. This island is very large and [is] 

whither all these men whom I am bringing from that 

of San salvador make signs that there is very much 

gold, and that they wear it on the arms in brace- 

15 lets and at the legs and at the ears and at the nose 

 and at the neck. And it was from this island of Santa 

 maria to this other one nine leagues east west, 

 and all this part of the Island runs northwest 

 southeast. And it appears that there were in this coast 

20 well more than about twenty eight leagues on this face. And 

 it is very flat without any mountain, thus like 

 that of San salvador and of Santa maria. And 

 all beaches without rocks, Save that at all [beaches] 

 there are some crags nearby shore below the 

25 water, wherefore it is necessary to open the eye 

 when one wishes to anchor and not to anchor much 

 near to shore, though the waters are always 

 very clear and the bottom visible. Being removed 

 from shore two lombard shots*, there is in all these 

30 Islands so much depth that one cannot arrive 

 at it. These Islands are very Green and fertile and 

 of very sweet airs, and there can be many 

 things that I do not know, because, in order to find gold, 

 I wish not to tarry by Passing and going through 

35 many islands. And since these [Indians] give thus these signs 

 that they wear it at the arms and at the legs, and it is 

 gold because I showed them some pieces of it that 

 I have, with the help of our Lord 

 I cannot miss finding whereat 

40 it springs. And being at mid gulf from these two 

Islands, that is, from that of Santa maria 

and from this large one to which I am giving the name la fer- 

nandina, I found one sole man in a dugout who was 

passing from the Island of Santa maria to la fernandina 

45 and was carrying a little of his bread which was about as big as 

 

_____________ 
*Admiral Morrison estimates one lombard shot to be a distance of 500 to 1000 yards. Two lombard shots would therefore be 

1,500 ± 500 yards; a bit under a mile. 

 



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



fº. 12v                   16th October                  23 

 

 

1 a fist and one calabash of water and a piece 

 of reddish earth made into powder and then 

 kneaded, and some dried leaves, which 

 ought to be a thing very appreciated among them, because 

5 they already brought me some on san salvador as 

 a present. And he was carrying a small basket of their fashion 

 in which he had a short strand of small beads of 

 glass and two blancas, by which things I knew 

 that he was coming from the Island of San salvador 

10 and had passed to that of Santa maria and 

 was passing to la fernandina. This man approached 

 the flagship – I had him enter, for thus he was 

 asking, and had his dugout put on the 

flagship and all that he brought guarded and I 

15 ordered him given bread and honey to eat, and [something] to drink, 

 and thus I shall pass for him to fernandina and give him all 

 that belongs to him, for that he may give good news of us 

 in order, it pleasing our lord, when your high- 

 nesses may send hither, that those who were to come 

20 may receive honor and [the Indians] may give us of all there were to be. 

 

      Tuesday [15th] and Wednesday 16th October 

 

 I departed from the islands of Santa maria de [la] Concepcion 

 when it was already near about midday for the Island 

 fernandina, which proves to be very large 

25 to the west, and navigated all that day with 

 calm – I could not arrive in time to be able to see 

 the bottom to anchor in the clear because one must 

 have very great diligence in this in order 

 not to lose the anchors, and thus I marked time all 

30 this night until the day when I came to a set- 

tlement whereat I anchored, and whither had come 

that man whom I found yesterday in that dug- 

out at mid gulf. This man had given so much 

good news of us that all this night 

35 there was no want of dugouts alongside the flagship, which 

 were bringing us water and of what they had. I 

 was ordering each one given something, that is, some 

 small beads of glass, ten or twelve of them 

 on a string, or some of these jingles of brass 

40 which are worth in castile one maravedi 

 each, and some aglets*, [the likes] of which all 

 were holding in greatest excellence, and as well 

43 I was ordering them given [food] in order that they eat when  

 

_____________ 

* Metal tips or tags for the laces which in the late Middle Ages preceded buttons. 

 



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



fº. 13r                   16th October                  25 

 

 

1 they came on the flagship, and molasses. And afterwards 

 at the hours of terce* I sent the flagship’s skiff a- 

 shore for water, and very desirously they 

 were pointing out to my crew to where the water was, 

5 and they themselves were carrying the full barrels 

 to the skiff and took great satisfaction in making us 

 pleased. This Island is very large and I have deter- 

 mined to encircle it, because, according as I am able to under- 

 stand, on it or nearby it there is a mine of gold. 

10 This Island is removed from that of Santa maria 8 

 leagues almost east west, and this cape whereat 

 I came and all this coast runs north-northwest 

 and south-southwest [sic], and I saw well twenty leagues of it 

 but there it wasn’t ending. Now while writing this I have set 

15 sail with the wind [from the] south in order to push on to encircle all the 

 Island, and to endeavor until I may find samaot which is the 

 Island or city whereat there is gold, for thus so say 

 all these here who come onto the flagship and so 

 were saying to us those of the Island of San salvador and of 

20 Santa maria.  This people is similar to that 

 of the said Islands and [has] the same speech and customs, 

 Save that these already seem to me a somewhat more 

 domestic people, both commercial and more subtle, 

 Because I see that they have brought cotton here to the flagship 

25 and other little things for which they know better how to haggle 

 over the payment than the others were doing. And e- 

 ven on this Island I saw cloths of cotton 

 made like clouts**, and the people more dis- 

 posed, and the women wear in front of 

30 their bodies a little thing of cotton that scarce- 

 ly covers their sex. It is a 

 very green and flat and most fertile Island and I 

 doubt not that all the year they sow and reap 

 millet and thus all other things. And I saw 

35 many trees very different from ours. 

 And of them many that had branches of many 

 kinds, and all on one trunk. And one 

 small branch is of one kind and another of another, and 

 so different, that it is the greatest wonder 

40 in the world how much is the diversity from one 

 kind to another; for example, one branch 

42 had leaves like the Sugarcanes’, and another 

 

 

_____________ 

*   The liturgical hours beginning three hours after sunrise, or 8 or 9 o’clock in the morning.. 

**  Small loincloths. 

 

 



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



fº. 13v               16th – 17th October                    27 

1 like a mastic tree’s. And thus on one sole tree it may give 

 five or six of these kinds, and all so diverse. 

 Neither are these grafted so that it can be said the 

 graft does it, rather they are in the wild, nor do 

5 this people care for them. For [this people] I recognize no sect 

 and believe that very quickly they would become Christians, be- 

 cause they are of very good understanding. Here the fish 

 are so different from ours that it is a wonder. 

 There are some made like dories of the most fine 

10 colors in the world, blues, yellows, Reds and of 

 all colors, and others painted in a thousand ways. And the 

 Colors are so fine that there is no man who may not won- 

 der and not take great repose at seeing them. 

 There are whales as well – of beasts on land I saw none 

15 of any kind, Save parrots and lizards – 

 one boy told me that he saw a large Snake, 

 neither sheep nor goats nor any other beast did I see, 

 though I have been here very little which is a half day, 

 but if there might be any I could not miss seeing some. 

20 Of the encompassing of this Island I shall write after I 

 will have encircled it.    Wednesday, 17th October 

 At midday I departed from the settlement where I was 

 anchored and where I took water to go encircle this island 

25 fernandina, and the wind was [from the] southeast and south, and as 

my will were to follow this coast of this island whereat 

I was to the southeast, because thus it runs all north-north- 

west and south-southeast, and I was wishing to take the said 

south and southeast Route, because that direction all these 

30 indians whom I bring and another of whom I had signs on this south 

side, [indicate is] to the Island those [Indians] call Samoet, where- 

at there is gold, and martin alonso pinzon, captain 

of the Caravel pinta, on which I sent three of these 

indians, came to me and told me that one of them very 

35 assuredly had given him to understand that by the north- 

northwest side he would encircle the island more  

quickly, I saw that the wind would not favor me for 

the route I was wishing to follow and was good for 

the other, I set sail to the north-northwest and when I went 

40 nearby the cape of the Island at two leagues, I found a very 

wonderful port with one mouth though one can say of it 

two mouths because it has an Isleo* in the middle, and 

both are very narrow, and inside [it is] very wide for a hundred 

ships if it were deep and clear and deep at the entrance. 

45 There seemed reason for me to look at it well and take soundings and thus I an- 

chored outside it and went into it with all the barks of the 

ships, and we saw that it had no depth. And because I thought 

when I saw it that it was the mouth of some river, I had ordered 

barrels brought to take water, and ashore I found some 

50 eight or ten men who presently came to us and 

____________ 
*For the two meanings if isleo, see the note at the end of the translation. 
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1 showed us [a place] very near the[ir] settlement whither I sent 

the crew for water, one part with arms, others  

with barrels and thus they took it. And because it was a little far, 

I tarried for a space of two hours – in this time I 

5 went thus by those trees which were the thing more beautiful 

to see than any other that one may have beheld, seeing so much 

verdure in as much degree as in the month of may 

in andalusia. And all the trees are as different 

from ours as day from night, and thus the 

10 fruits, and thus the herbs, and the rocks, and every- 

thing. True it is that some trees were of the 

nature of others that are in castile, nevertheless, there was 

a very great difference. And the other trees of other kinds 

were so many that there is no person who may be able to tell it, 

15 nor find a similarity to others of castile. The people 

were all the same as the others already said, in the same con- 

ditions, and thus naked and of the same height, and 

they would give of what they had for whatsoever thing that [the crew] might give them. 

 And here I saw that some of the ships’ boys traded 

20 with them for spears some small pieces of broken bowls 

and of glass. And the others who went for the water 

told me how they had been in their houses, and that 

they were very swept and clean inside, and their 

 beds and furnishings of things that are like nets 

25 of cotton. They, the houses, are all like Moorish campaign tents 

and very high and good chimney pieces. But 

among the many settlements I saw, I did not see 

any that might [sur]pass from twelve to fifteen houses. Here 

 they found the married women wearing clouts of 

30 cotton, the girls not but save some who were 

already of the age of eighteen years. And there, there were 

dogs, mastiffs and white terriers*. And they found one man 

who had at the nose a piece of gold that was like about 

 half a castellano, on which they saw letters. 

35 I chided them because they did not barter for it and might 

give as much as he would ask in order to see what it was and 

whose this money was, and they answered me that he never dared 

barter it to them. After the water was taken I returned 

 to the flagship and set sail and went out to the northwest so much that 

40 I discovered all that part of the Island up to the  

coast that runs east west. And afterward all 

these Indians said again that this Island was 

smaller than the Island Samoet, and that it would be well 

 to turn back to be on it more quickly. The 

45 wind there presently becalmed us and commenced to blow 

[toward the] west-northwest. This was contrary for [heading] where 

47          we had come. And thus I stood to sea and navigated 

 
*In his Raccoons A Natural History, Smithsonian Institution Press, Washington & London, 2002, p.167, Prof. S. I. Zeveloff asserts that 

these were raccoons. One notes that the Aztecs and other Amerindians kept hairless Zoloitzcuintli dogs which they fattened for feasts. 
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1 all this past night to the east-southeast and sometimes 

all to the east and sometimes to the southeast, and this to 

keep me at a distance from the land because there was a very great storm cloud 

and the weather [was] very charged. The [wind] was little and 

5 did not allow me to approach land to anchor. Also this 

night it rained very hard after mid- 

night almost until day and still it is clouded 

to rain, and we to the cape of the Island on the southeast 

side whereat I hope to anchor until 

10 it clear, in order to see the other Islands whither 

I have to go. And thus each day 

since I have been in these indies it has rained 

little or much. May your highnesses believe that this land 

is the best and most fertile and temperate and flat 

15 and good that there be in the world. 

      Thursday, 18th October 

 

After it cleared, I followed the wind and went on from 

the back of the Island as much as I could, and anchored at the 

time that already wasn’t for navigating, but I went not 

20 ashore and on day breaking set sail. 

      Friday, 19th October 

 

On day breaking I raised the anchors and sent 

the caravel pinta to the east-southeast, and the caravel 

niña to the south-southeast, and I with the 

25 flagship went to the southeast and having given an order that they were to follow 

that tack until midday and then that 

both were to change their courses and regather themselves 

with me. And presently before we might have gone three hours 

we saw an Island to the east, off which we came about 

30 and approached it, all three ships, 

before midday at the northern point whereat there is 

an Isleo* and a shallow ridge of rock outside it to 

the north, and another [ridge] between it and the large Island, 

which these men of San salvador whom I bring denominated 

35 la Isla Saomete, to which island I gave the name 

la Islabela [sic]. The wind was [from the] north and the said  

Isleo was lying on a bearing from the island fernan- 

dina from whereto I had set out east west, 

and the coast then ran from 

40 the Isleo to the west and in it there were twelve 

leagues up to a cape. And here I called el cabo 

hermoso [Cape Beautiful] which is on the west side. And so 

it is beautiful, round and very deep without shoals 

outside it, and at the beginning it is of rock and shoal 

45 and more within it is of beach of sand almost as 

____________                      
*The second meaning of isleo. See the note at the end of the translation. 
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1 the said Coast is and there I anchored this Friday night 

until the morning. All this coast and the part of 

the island that I have seen is almost all beach and the island 

the most beautiful thing that I have seen. For if the others 

5 are very beautiful, this is more. It is of 

many trees, both very Green and very large, and this 

land is higher than the other islands found, 

and on it some hillock, not that one may call it 

a mountain, more a thing that embellishes the other, and it seems 

10 of many waters. Thither at mid-Island from this 

part to the northeast it makes a great cape* [or headland]and 

has many thickets, both very dense and very 

large. I tried to go anchor on it in order to Go out 

to land and see so much beauty, but the bottom was 

15 shallow and I was unable to anchor save out from 

land and the wind was very good for coming to 

this Cape whereat I have now anchored, to which I 

gave the name cabo hermoso, because thus it is so. And thus 

I did not anchor on that cape [headland] and as well because I saw 

20 this cape from there, so green and so beautiful, such  

like the other things and lands of these islands 

that I know not whither I may betake myself first, nor 

do my eyes grow weary of Seeing such beautiful 

verdures and so diverse from our own. And still 

25 I believe that in them are many herbs and many 

trees which are worth much in spain for dyes 

and for medicines from spicery, but I do not 

know them for which I bear great sorrow. And on 

my arriving here at this cape there came from the land so good 

30 and exquisite the scent of flowers or trees that it was 

the most sweet thing in the world. In the morning before 

I go from here, I shall go ashore to see what is here 

on the cape. The settlement is not but thither, more 

inland, whither these men I bring  

35 say the king is and that he wears much gold. And 

in the morning I wish to go so much ahead that I may find the 

settlement and see or have speech with this king who, ac- 

cording as these [Indians] give signs, rules over all these  

neighboring islands, and goes clothed and wears upon himself 

40 much gold. Though I take not much notice of their 

sayings, as much as for not understanding them well, as 

in knowing they are so poor in gold 

that whatsoever little this king may wear 

44 seems much to them. This here I call cabo her- 

____________ 
*The term angla, because of similarity with the Portuguese term angra, can mean either a bight or headland. I’ve chosen to 
translate it headland because of the trees growing on Polacca Point on Great Inagua which Columbus wanted to look at closely 
but couldn’t because of a shoal bottom and wind favorable for continuing to Cabo Hermoso. On Great Inagua the term bight 
would also agree with that island’s geography. 
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1 moso – I believe it is an Island apart from Saometo and still 

there is even another small one in between. I do not 

thus take care to look so much in detail, for this I 

could not do in fifty years, because I wish 

5 to look at and discover the most I may in order to return 

to your highnesses, it pleasing our lord, in april. 

It is true that upon finding where there be gold or spicery 

in quantity I shall tarry until I may have of it as 

much as I be able. And for this I do aught but go 

10 look to strike upon it. 

       Saturday, 20th October 

 

 Today at sunrise I raised the anchors [and sailed] whence 

 I was anchored with the flagship on this Island of 

saometo to the southwest cape whereto I gave  

15 the name el cabo de la laguna and to the Island la Isabe- 

la, in order to navigate to the northeast and to the east on the 

southeast and south side, whither I understand of these men 

I bring that the settlement was, and the king of it, and 

I found all the bottom so shoal that I could neither draw near 

20 nor navigate to it, and saw that following the southwest 

route was a very long way round. And for this I determined 

to return by the route on which I had borne 

from the north-northeast on the west side, and to encircle 

this island thereby. And the wind went so 

25 contrary for me that I could not even fetch land the length 

of the coast save at night. And because it is dangerous 

to anchor in these islands save at day when one may see 

by eye whither the anchor is cast, because [the bottom] is 

all spots, one clear and another not. I 

30 set myself to keep to weather by sail all this night 

of Sunday. The caravels anchored because they 

reached land early and thought that by their 

signals that they were accustomed to make, I would go to 

anchor, but I did not wish to. 

35        Sunday, 21st October 

 

At the tenth hour I arrived here at this Cabo del  

Isleo, and anchored and likewise the caravels. 

And after having eaten, I went ashore, here whereat 

there was no other settlement than one house. 

40 In this I found no one, for I believe that 

[the people] had fled in fear, because all their household 

effects were in it. I let no one 

touch anything, But betook myself out with these 

captains and crew to see the Island, which if the 

45 others already seen are very beautiful and green 
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1 and fertile, this is much more and of large 

thickets and very green. Here there are some large 

ponds and over them and on the rim is 

the thicket to wonder at. And here and in all the island 

5 [the trees] are all Green and the herbs, as in april 

in andalusia. And the Singing of the little songbirds [is such] 

that it seems that a man never would wish himself to depart from 

here. And the flocks of parrots that 

obscure the sun, and birds and little songbirds of so many 

10 kinds and so diverse from our own, that it is a 

wonder. And then there are trees of a thousand kinds 

and each [has] fruit of its kind and all smell [good] which is 

a wonder. How I am the most grieved man in the 

world not to know them. Because 

15 I am well certain that all are a thing of value, and of 

them I am bringing examples, and likewise of 

the herbs. Thus going on the edge of one of these 

ponds, I saw a serpent, the which we killed 

and I am bringing the skin to your highnesses. As soon as it 

20 saw us it dove in the pond and we followed  

it in, because it was not very deep up to 

where we killed it with lances. It is of seven 

palms in length*. I believe that of these there are similar ones 

here in these ponds, many. Here I recognized 

25 some liñaloe** and tomorrow I have determined to have 

ten quintals brought to the flagship because they tell 

me that it is worth much. Also while going in 

search of very good water, we went to a set- 

tlement here a half league near whereat I am anchored, 

30 and its people, as soon as they perceived us, 

all went to flee and left the houses and hid 

their effects and what they had in the woods. 

I allowed nothing taken, neither the value of one 

pin. Afterwards some of their men approached 

35 us and one approached here. 

I gave [him] some cascabels and some small beads 

of glass and he kept very content and very happy. 

And for that the amity might increase more and might require 

something of them, I had him asked for water. And they, af- 

40 ter I went on the flagship, came to the 

41 beach with their calabashes full and took very much pleasure in 

 

 

 

____________ 

*   A cayman or related crocodilian of 5 feet 3 inches. 

** Not Aloe vera, but Agave; a quintal is a hundredweight. Admiral Morison observes that the aloe wasn’t introduced into the 

Americas until much later and suggests that Columbus is gathering agave, also known as the Bahama century plant.. 
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1 giving it to us and I ordered them given another strand 

of small beads of glass, and they said that in the morning 

they would come hither. I wished to fill up all the 

vessel of the ships with water here, whereupon, if the 

5 weather gives me occasion, I shall depart presently to encircle 

this island until I may have speech with this king and 

see if I can have of the gold that I hear he wears. And after- 

ward depart for another large island much that I believe 

ought to be cipango, according to the signs that these Indians 

10 I bring give me, which they call 

Colba. In this they say there are many and very large 

ships and merchants. And from this island [for] another which 

they call bohio which as well they say is very large. 

And at the others which are in between I shall thus look in pas- 

15 sing, and according as I may find a revenue of gold or 

spicery I shall determine what I have to do. But in every 

case I have determined to go to tierra firme 

and to the city of quisay and to give the letters of your 

highnesses to the great Khan and ask for a response and come 

20 [back] with it. 

       Monday, 22nd October 

 

All this night and today I was here wait- 

ing [to see] if the king of here or other persons 

would bring gold or other thing of substance and many of 

25 these people came, similar to the others 

of the other Islands thus naked and thus painted, 

some white, some red, some 

dark, and thus in many manners. They brought 

spears and some clews of cotton to bar- 

30 ter. These they exchanged here with some sail- 

ors for pieces of glass from broken cups 

and for pieces of earthenware bowls. Some 

of them were wearing some pieces of gold 

hung at the nose. The which desirously 

35 they would give for one of these Cascabels for the foot of a 

sparrowhawk, and for small beads of glass; but it is 

so little that it is nothing. How it is True of what- 

soever small thing that may be given them, they as well 

were holding our coming in great wonder and were believing 

40 that we were come from heaven. We took 

water for the ships in one pond that is here 

near to the cabo del Isleo which so I have denominated, and in 

the said pond martin alonso pinzon, captain of the pin- 

ta, killed another serpent just like the other of yesterday of seven 

45 palms, and I have had taken here as much liñaloe as has been found. 
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1       Tuesday, 23rd October 
  

I might have wished to depart today for the island of cuba which I believe ought to be 

cipango according to the signs these people give of its 

size and wealth, and I will not tarry here any more nor 

5 [navigate] this island to the back to go to the settlement, 

as I had determined, to have speech with this king 

or lord. For it is not for me to tarry much, since I see 

there is no mine of gold here, and for the encircling of these 

Islands there is necessity of many kinds of wind and it 

10 blows not such as men would wish. And since it is for me 

to go whither there be great commerce, I say there is no 

reason to tarry, but to go en route and pass through 

much land until striking on a very profitable one, though 

my understanding is this may be very profitable in 

15 spicery but I do not know it, for I bear the greatest sorrow 

in the world as I see a thousand kinds of trees which 

have each one its own kind of fruit and verdure now 

as in spain in the month of may, and june, and a thousand 

kinds of herbs, the same with flowers, and of all 

20 nothing has been known save this liñaloe of which today as well I 

ordered much brought to the flagship to carry to your highnesses, And neither 

have I nor do I set sail for cuba because there is no wind 

but dead calm, and it is raining much and rained much yesterday 

without becoming cold, rather the day is hot 

25 and the nights temperate as in may in spain 

in andalusia. 

      Wednesday, 24th October 
  

This night at midnight I raised the anchors [and sailed] from the 

Island Isabela from the Cape of the Isleo which is on the north side 

30 there whereat I was lodged to go to the Island of Cuba 

 whereof I heard of this people it was very large and of great 

 commerce, and in it were gold and spiceries and big ships 

and merchants, and [this people] showed me that to the west- 

southwest I would go to it. And thus I apprehend it, 

35 because I believe that if it is so, as by the signs that 

all the indians of these Islands and those  

I bring in the ships have made me, because by speech 

I do not understand them, it is the Island of cipango of which 

wonderful things are accounted. And on the spheres 

40 I saw and on the depictions of mappamundis it 

is in this vicinity. And thus I navigated until the day 

to the west-southwest and on day breaking the wind calmed 

and it rained, and so almost all the night, and I was thus 

with little wind until it was past midday and 

45 at that time it blew again very loving, and I was carrying 

all my flagship’s sails, mainsail and two bonnets 

and foresail and spiritsail and mizzen and topsail 

and [on] the skiff on the poopdeck. Thus I went on the  

49 route until it grew dark, and at that time the green cape 
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1 of the Island fernandina was lying off me, the which is on the south 

side of the west part– it was lying off me to the northwest 

and it made from me to it seven leagues. And because it was now 

blowing strong and I knew not how much route there might be 

5 until the said Island of Cuba, and in order not to go 

seeking it at night, because all these islands 

are very deep unto not finding bottom all around 

save at two Lombard shots and this is all 

spotted, one piece of rock and another of sand 

10 and for this one cannot safely anchor 

save by sight of eye. And for so much I accorded to haul down 

the sails, all save the foresail, and to go on with 

it, and in yet a while the wind increased much and [the ship] was making 

much route of which I was doubting, and there was a very great 

15 stormcloud and it was raining; I ordered the foresail hauled 

down and we did not go this night two leagues, &c. 

      Thursday, 25th October 
  

After the Sun [had] risen, he navigated to the west- 

southwest until the ninth hour – they went about 5 

20 leagues, then he changed course to the west  

– they went 8 miles per hour until one after 

midday and thence until three, and they went about 

44 miles. At that time they saw land and it was seven or eight 

Islands all lengthwise from north to south – they were distant 

25 from them 5 leagues, &c. 

      Friday, 26th October 
  

He was from the said islands on the south side – it was all 

shallow – five or six leagues, he anchored by there. The 

indians whom he brought said it was from them to cuba 

30 a journey of a day and a half in their dugouts 

which are little ships of one wood whereon they do not 

carry a sail. These are Canoes. He departed thence 

for cuba because by the signs which the Indians 

were giving him of its size and of its gold and pearls 

35 he was thinking that it was it, that is, cipango. 

      Saturday, 27th October 
  

The sun having risen, he raised the anchors from those islands which he called the 

sand Islands for the little bottom that they had up to six 

leagues on the south side; he went eight miles 

40 per hour to the south-southwest until the first hour of the day 

and they went about 40 miles, and until night they went 

about 28 miles on the same route 

and before night they saw land, they jogged on and off 

the night with the much rain that it rained – on saturday 

45 until the setting of the sun they went 17 leagues to the south- 

southwest. 

47       Sunday, 28th October 

 



 

  



 

 
 

ISLEO 
 
 
 
Since Columbus lived in Portugal before he moved to Spain, it’s not surprising to find a 
Castilian term employed with a Portuguese meaning in the Diario.  
Isleo is a Castilian word derived from the Portuguese ilheo or ilhéu. It has two distinct 
meanings, being either 1) a small portion of land surrounded by water and craggy rocks 
difficult of access (the Portuguese definition of the term ilheo augments this meaning by 
adding that it emerges from the sea during an outgoing tide), or 2) a small portion of land 
surrounded by water situated nearby the mainland or a larger island. Spanish and Portuguese 
definitions follow: 
 

 
Isleo – Terreno aislado ó cercado de peñascos de dificil acceso.Acad. El Dic. geog. que lo usa 
ó define en plural, dice que son islas pequeñas y despobladas que suelen estar adyacentes á 
otra mayor. Esta voz en su origen viene de la portuguesa ilheo, que vale lo mismo , y se 
encuentra en sus viages y derroteros á la India oriental. 
 
Ilhéu, Ilheo : 
 
Ilhéu temporário – ilhéu que emerge somente ná maré baixa. [In some cases during low tide it 
is connected by a bank of sand with the mainland or a larger island.] 
 
Ilhéu satellite – pequena porção de terra isolada por água, situada ao lado de uma ilha 
principal e maior. 
 
 
 


